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Westdeutsche HiFi-Tage 2018 in Bonn - Germany 

 

 

 

Last weekend of September 2018 we gave a Reimyo/Hijiri/Harmonix demo at the 

'Westdeutsche Hifi-Tage' in Bonn - Central Germany. A big respective show, already 

for many years organized by the exclusive Hifi dealer 'Hifi Linzbach', also located in 

Bonn. 

 

We presented an active demo with the latest new Reimyo TUKO, Hijiri Million and 

Harmonix Million products. Like always at each show we tuned and balanced our 

fifty square meters room with 3 sets of our favourite RFA-7800 Room Tuning 

Devices. 

 

To play vinyl record music the original world reference broadcasting turntable EMT 



948 (TSD15 cartridge) was used, next to the fabulous Reimyo TOKU CDT-777 TOKU 

CD-transport and DAP-999 TOKU-S D/A-Converter. 

 

Our demo room was surrounded by other demo rooms, that carry many exclusive 

high end brands, all playing with very large speaker systems. Like for many years we 

used the Harmonix ENCORE monitor speaker on new T-Bone speaker stands. 

We made sure that the speaker setup was tuned and well balanced with a tuned 

Reimyo system and the room itself, to make sure that attendies could embrace and 

soulfully enjoy music every moment and at every spot in the room. 

 

Many attendencies were surprised to hear that such a pair of small ENCORE 

speaker playing and expressing music all over the room. We received many thumps 

up and many compliments about the sound. Many visitors said that no other system 

they heard at the show was expressing so much musicality and true dynamic like 

this ENCORE/Reimyo setup. Some visitors were somehow shocked to hear the 

ENCORE capable of producing so beautiful music. Like on many previous shows 

people asked us where the subwoofer was located. But, there was no sub present. 

Also reporters of hifi magazines were impressed by the sound of our demo. Some 

reporters said: 'it's unbelievable what is happening in this room'. 

 

During the show we spoke to many visitors who wanted advise about Harmonix 

Tuning. 

Many got stuck in the hifi accessory swamp and wanted to start using Harmonix. So 

it took many happy hours to talk and hand out all new Harmonix and Hijiri catalogs. 

 

We hope to participate next year at this show again. 

 

 

Reported by Ed Doggen 

Daluso 

Combak distributor for Germany, Austria, The Netherlands, Belgium and 

Luxembourg. 


